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Edition: 10 June – 11 June  
 
Welcome to News on the Fly, your essential bi-weekly news update! Here’s this week’s top stories so far:  
 

“Monoclonal Antibodies” 
 
Monoclonal antibodies are immune system proteins that have been designed and engineered in labs to target SARS-CoV-
2, the virus that causes COVID-19. Such antibodies have been used by pharmaceuticals like Eli Lilly and Co.’s latest 
candidate COVID-19 treatment. Its Chief-Scientist said the company could have a drug to authorised for use as soon as 
September should all go as planned. 
 

 
Commentary: The systematic testing Singapore needs to ditch circuit breakers for good 
11 June 2020 | Channel NewsAsia  
Experts argue that leveraging new COVID-19 test methods such as breath analysis testing, though expensive, will be 
more affordable than putting the country under circuits breakers once more.  
 
askST: How new token and app will address privacy concerns  
9 June 2020 | The Straits Times 
Many have expressed personal privacy concerns regarding the new TraceTogether token and updated TraceTogether app, 
created to enhance contact tracing efforts. Revealing the technology behind both tools, the government also assures 
residents that their data will protected by the Ministry of Health.   
 

 

As virus infection surge, countries end lockdowns  
10 June 2020 | The New York Times   
Leaders in developing countries are bowing to reopening their economies despite surging rates of COVID-19 cases. Many 
reveal that their countries cannot sustain the economic strain brought about by extended lockdown periods.   
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How to avoid the virus as the world reopens  
10 June 2020 | Financial Times   
As countries reopen their economies and lockdowns ease, the risk of a resurgence in cases has never been higher. Experts 
reveal three key factors determine the risk to exposure:  proximity to people; duration of exposure; and how confined the 
environment is. Risk of getting infected is highest when these three factors intersect with one another. 
 
Rethinking the hospital for the next pandemic  
8 June 2020 | The Wall Street Journal   
The pandemic has caught many healthcare systems off guard. Now weary of a second wave of cases and future health 
crises, hospitals are investing heavily in facilities and processes to ensure they are better prepared should the occasion 
arise.  

 
Black lives matter: A Singaporean’s perspective  
11 June 2020 | The Straits Times   
In this op-ed by Singapore diplomat Tommy Koh, the academic recounts his experiences while residing in the US and 
accounts for the black community and policing scene in the country. He shares that racism is an issue with deep roots in 
America. 
 
China steps up moves to influence diaspora communities  
8 June 2020 | The Wall Street Journal  
A report by the Australian Strategic Policy Institute reveals that Beijing is making renewed efforts to influence Chinese 
communities globally to advance national interest, as China pushes hard to frame itself as a global power.  
 
 

 
  
It’s no surprise that the secret to a satisfying chewy and shatteringly crisp kimchi pancake lies in the kimchi. An added 
labour of love, a traditionally prepared kimchi will make all the difference in this simple crowd pleaser all the time. 
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